
TO SET TRIGGER
Pull line out with right hand to desired length--using heel of left 

thumb as brake on revolving disk. Then set trigger in notch.

Equipped with 60 pound test
Nylon line and Swivel for Hook

ENTHUSIASTICALLY APPROVED
BY MANY PRACTICAL FISHERMEN

Manufactured by:

MECHANICAL FISHER
Golden Scout Industrial

101 North Tower Ave. • Ash Grove, MO 65604
www.yoyoreel.com

wILL INCREASE YOUR CATCHES
Lures, Hooks, Holds – Unaided

Check your local regulations
before using this device.

HOOKS – PLAYS – LANDS WITH ASTONISHING SUCCESS

wHITE’S AUTO-FISHER
 The Auto-Fisher was developed by an expert fisherman who has spent a lifetime at the sport. His idea was 
that if the ordinary fisherman could set out ten times as many hooks he could catch ten times as many fish. The 
result was this Auto-Fisher which will catch and land fish unaided and which can also be bought at a price that will 
enable any fisherman to use a large number of them. It is especially fine for a family fishing party or picnic or to 
take the youngsters fishing.
 The Auto-Fisher incorporates the fundamentals of good fishing technique. It is quiet, still, and always 
on the alert. When the fish takes the bait the Auto-Fisher sets the hook firmly in his mouth and proceeds to play 
him–ALWAYS HOLDING A TIGHT LINE! This eventually tires the fish and draws him to the surface. You get 
plenty of action as he fights it out! Most fish are lost by permitting slack in the line or failure to properly set the 
hook when the fish bites. Auto-Fisher eliminates these difficulties, will increase your catches, and save bait.
 The Auto-Fisher will positively catch every kind of fresh water fish including trout and bass. Requires no 
aid whatsoever. Also catches many varieties of salt water fish. Makes it possible to catch fish in clear, shallow 
water. Note that the latch slots are arranged so that it can be set for a hard, medium or light pull. Should be fished 
2 to 3 inches above the surface. The spring tension can be increased or decreased and the line can be lengthened or 
shortened by winding or unwinding the line from the Auto-Fisher.
 You will occasionally be bothered by small fish nibbling your bait and they may trip the trigger. To correct 
this use LARGE LIVE BAIT and larger hooks and let Auto-Fisher wait for the big ones. Of course, if you want to 
take the smaller fish, use small hooks and cut bait or worms. Use a simple slip knot with bow to tie Auto-Fisher to 
limbs, etc., so that it can be detached easily.
 The Auto-Fisher can be fished from pole, dock, boat, limb, ice fishing.

FOR MORE “TAKE-HOME FISH” USE 6 TO 12 AUTO-FISHERS
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